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All in one

SpeechExec Pro 10

Philips SpeechExec Pro dictation and
transcription software links authors
and transcriptionists. It facilitates
communication, individual workflow
settings and organizational flexibility.
Receive written text documents quickly.
All you have to do is record your voice
and send the files to SpeechExec.
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Xtremely

efficient

Philips SpeechExec Pro helps you focus
on the essentials. Save time and resources
by easily managing and monitoring your
dictation workflow with our sophisticated
software. Automatic routing of recordings
and resulting written documents ensures
quicker turnaround times.
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Xtremely
fast

Receive written transcriptions even quicker
than before, no matter if you are in the
office, or on the go. Whether you wish to
transcribe your recordings by your personal
assistant, our Philips speech recognition or
SpeechLive transcription services, you will
save valuable time.
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Xtremely
secure

Data security is more important today,
than ever before. Philips SpeechExec Pro
provides highly secure, state of the art file
encryption and secure data transfer. Your
files are kept safe and are automatically
backed up in regular intervals.
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Streamline your workflow

and save time

Philips SpeechExec Pro
optimizes the information
exchange in your daily
dictation workflow. It's as
easy as one, two, three.

When your voice
becomes text
Philips SpeechExec Pro connects authors and
tran-scriptionists, facilitating an easier and more
efficient speech to text process. Record your
voice using a Philips dictation device such as
SpeechAir, Pocket Memo, SpeechMike or the
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Record and send
your files to
SpeechExec Pro

Choose your
transcription
option

Receive your
finished
document

Philips dictation app for smartphones and send it
directly off for transcription. The software automatically routes your dictations to your desired
transcription option. You can choose between
your assistant, speech recognition or Philips
SpeechLive transcription services to type the
documents up for you. No need for additional
explanatory emails between authors and transcriptionists. Transcriptionists receive notifications

of new tasks and authors immediately see when
recordings have been transcribed. SpeechExec
Pro comes in two versions. One comes with the
added benefit of integrated speech recognition
(PSE4000 series), allowing you to transcribe
urgent dictations immediately, even when your
assistant is not available. SpeechExec Pro is the
perfect companion for the SpeechMike Premium
dictation microphone. With a SpeechMike, you

can dictate directly into the software, and see the
speech recognition results appear on your screen.
Complete dictations from mobile dictation
devices such as the Philips PocketMemo can
also easily be loaded into the speech recognition
software queue, and will be transcribed in full
within seconds. Finished documents can be
automatically sent back directly to the author,
even when they are on the go.
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Real-time
speech
recognition

Send your file
via email

Connect to
SpeechLive
(optional)

Start
recording

Receive your
finished text
document

Conveniently cut
and paste your
text into other
applications using
SpeechMike

Use the power
of your voice
PSE4000 series
1616

integrated speech recognition
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Professional solution
for the legal industry

Philips SpeechExec Pro is perfect for law firms,
corporate legal departments and courts. Legal
professionals have to handle large amounts of
correspondence and documentation. The software
helps them meet their tight deadlines by streamlining
their documentation process.
Data security is paramount in the legal sector. Client
data has to be kept strictly confidential at all times.
SpeechExec Pro meets these needs by offering
double file encryption and automatic data backup.

The secretarial dictation software allows
us to maximize their time by outsourcing
routine dictation files for transcription,
allowing secretaries to free up typing
time to do more pressing and taxing
administrative tasks.

# lawyer

– Alison Hoy, Chief Executive, Berry Smith LLP
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Professional solution

for the healthcare industry

Philips SpeechExec Pro is a tailor-made solution for
healthcare professionals both in public hospitals and
private medical practices. As speaking is up to seven
times quicker than typing, recording patient's reports
can be done a lot more efficiently now. The software
works seamlessly with consisting clinical software
and hospital information systems. It meets the needs
of busy healthcare professionals by allowing them
to focus more on their patients instead of typing up
patients’ reports.

# doctor

Our dictation management system
is very much appreciated by medical
practitioners. Once a report is recorded,
the data is automatically loaded into the
software, ready to be transcribed.
– Sylvie Desaunois, Director of the Saint-Quentin
Hospital Center information systems

* For best results with healthcare-specific speech recognition vocabulary,
Dragon Medical Practice Edition can be purchased additionally.
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Professional solution

for business professionals

Whether you work in finance, insurance, real-estate,
as an architect, journalist or sales representative,
SpeechExec Pro helps you get more done in
less time. Reports can be dictated on the go and
sent directly to SpeechExec for transcription. The
integrated Philips speech recognition software turns
voice into text immediately.

Within no time, I receive a word document
of my meeting minutes. As you can
imagine, this is fantastic for me, saving
hours of valuable time in a week.
– Gordon McAlpine, Founder and CEO,
The Sales Club
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# business
professional
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SpeechExec Pro 10

Geared for speech recognition
Speech recognition software from Dragon can be seamlessly
connected with solution. Whether the author is dictating directly into
the software using a Philips microphone or uploading recorded files
from a voice recorder, they will receive accurate speech recognition
results which will help speed up their workflow.

Dictation and transcription software
LFH4000 series
Automated download

SpeechExec transcription player

SpeechExec Pro allows authors and transcriptionists to automatically
download all their dictations from their voice recorder straight into the software
and route to the appropriate destination via their local network, FTP server,
SpeechLive or email.

The software comes with a convenient integrated transcription player with
pause, fast forward and rewind options. Together with the configurable
Philips foot pedal it allows for comfortable and quick transcription.
Predefined templates can be used, so documents are automatically created
with the appropriate header and footer, saving you even more time.

Data security and back up

Efficient workflow management

Real-time file encryption (256 bit) and secure file transfer grant only authorized
individuals to access documents. The optional automatic backup function
protects data against accidental loss.

Easily monitor and manage the workflow between authors and
transcriptionists. Recordings and the resulting written documents are
automatically routed to the appropriate person for quicker turnaround times.

Integrated recorder and player

Worklists and organization

With the integrated dictation recorder, authors can record directly into their
SpeechExec software. The software works perfectly with Philips SpeechMike
dictation microphones and allows for quick and easy control of all recording
and playback functions such as insert, overwrite and append. Function buttons
can be individually programmed for added user convenience.

Worklists help both authors and transcriptionists monitor their work statuses.
They save time used for unnecessary status update communication between
parties. Files can be organized into sub folders, assigned specific properties
and comments and marked as urgent to help organize and prioritize tasks.

Individual sort and filter options
Both author and transcriptionist benefit from individual sort and filter options to
find dictations and documents even quicker and always stay highly organized.

+

Dictation and speech recognition software
PSE4000 series
Load in your own vocabulary

New task notifications

!

Transcriptionists can receive alerts whenever new recordings are assigned to
them, making sure no important recordings are missed. These notifications
appear on their screen in real-time in a discreet popup window.

A Z

The integrated speech recognition software can learn new words and
commands. It also allows users to load in their existing vocabulary lists
and previously saved commands, ensuring high speech recognition
accuracy is achieved right away.

Integrated speech recognition
Seamless integration into SpeechLive
Philips SpeechLive cloud dictation workflow solution gives users constant file
access via browser for greater flexibility and mobility. With SpeechLive, authors
can dictate with their smartphone from anywhere and send dictations directly
to their SpeechExec software. It also features a transcription service, where
trained professionals quickly type up recordings for the author.
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The integrated professional Dragon speech recognition software allows
you to turn speech into text immediately using any Philips dictation
recording devices and achieve superb audio quality, high accuracy, and
easy hardware administration.
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Technical specifications

SpeechExec Pro dictation and transcription software

Perfect results guaranteed
Works with all Philips voice recorders

System requirements
Processor

Intel dual core or equivalent AMD processor, 1 GHz or faster processor

RAM

2 GB (32 bit)/4 GB (64 bit)

Hard-disk-space

100 MB for SpeechExec software, 4.5 GB for Microsoft .NET Framework

Operating system

Windows 10 (64 bit), Windows 8.1/7 (32/64 bit), Windows Server 2012 (64 bit), Windows
Server 2008 R2 (32/64 bit)

Graphics

DirectX-compliant graphics card with hardware acceleration recommended

Sound

Windows-compatible sound device

Browser

Internet Explorer 9 or higher, or the current version of Chrome or Firefox

Free USB port

1 free USB port required

SpeechMike

PocketMemo

Premium Touch Dictation
microphone

Voice recorder

Internet connection Required for software activation

Additional system requirements for speech recognition software
Supported speech
recognition
software

Nuance Dragon Professional 12.5/13/14/15 Individual/Group, Nuance Dragon Legal
12.5/13/14/15, Dragon Medical Practice Edition 2/3, Nuance Dragon SDK Client
Edition 14

Processor

Intel dual core or equivalent AMD processor, 2.2 GHz or faster processor

RAM

4 GB (32 bit)/8 GB (64 bit)

Hard-disk space

8 GB

Operating system

Windows 10 (64 bit), Windows 8.1/7 (32/64 bit), Windows Server 2012 (64 bit), Windows
Server 2008 R2 (32/64 bit)

Integrated speech recognition (PSE4000 series)
Supported
languages

English (including variants for US, UK, Australian, Southeast Asian, Indian and Canadian),
German, French, Italian, Spanish and Dutch

Supported audio
file formats

.wav, .wma, .mp3, .dss, .ds2, .m4a.

SpeechExec

Supported programs
Email programs

Microsoft Outlook Express 7, Windows Live Mail, Microsoft Outlook 2003/2007/2010 (32
bit), Microsoft Exchange Server 2003/2007/2010, Lotus Notes 6.0.3/6.5.5, Novell GroupWise

File servers

Windows 2003 Server (32 bit/64 bit), Windows 2008 R2 Server (64 bit)

Speech recognition
software

Dragon NaturallySpeaking 10.1/11/12/15 Professional or Legal Edition

Versions
SpeechExec Pro Dictate LFH4400
The module for authors including the
integrated dictation recorder.

SpeechExec Pro Dictate PSE4400
The module for authors including the
integrated dictation recorder.

SpeechExec Pro Transcribe LFH4500
The module for transcriptions including the
integrated player for transcriptionists.

SpeechExec Pro Transcribe PSE4500
The module for transcriptions including the
integrated player for transcriptionists.

SpeechAir

Smart voice recorder

Voice recorder app
For smartphones

For more information visit www.philips.com/dictation
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